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Introduction
Study abroad offers numerous benefits for students, with long-term and short-term programmes
possibly offering different opportunities (e.g., Coker et al., 2018; Dwyer, 2004). Digital
storytelling (DS) may serve as a useful reflection tool for students participating in study abroad
(Hamilton et al., 2019). The study presented in this paper explores how seven U.S. American
undergraduate university students used DS to reflect on experiences within a short-term, facultyled study abroad programme involving travel to the Republic of Ireland and Northern Ireland.
The programme focused on psychological perspectives of childhood, play, and theory about
restorative benefits of nature. A defining feature was that the course used C.S. Lewis’s children’s
novel The Lion, the Witch, and the Wardrobe to connect class content and travels. The itinerary
included destinations identified as part of the “C.S. Lewis Trail” and prioritized experiences in
the outdoors. This paper presents themes that emerged from students’ DS projects and interview
reflections as well as researcher assertions related to practice.
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Literature Review
The literature considers two key topics informing and essential to the research: 1) study abroad,
specifically discussing long-term and short-term study abroad; and 2) reflective practices,
looking at digital storytelling (DS) as a way to reflect on experiences during study abroad.

Study Abroad
University-sponsored study abroad has benefits that are widely recognized. Certain factors may
influence quality of experience including level of faculty involvement, student preparation prior
to departure, engagement in learning prior to travel, planned itinerary, and post-trip processing
and reflection (Engle & Engle, 2003; Dwyer, 2004). Bennett (2009) noted, “the benefit of study
abroad outside language learning is more often stated in terms of being on-site in a foreign
country, making friends with locals, and in general deriving the assumed benefits of contact with
an alternative worldview” (p.S4). To distinguish what can be learned inside a classroom about
another culture from experiencing that culture firsthand, Engle & Engle were clear that “focused
and reflective interaction with the host culture is finally what separates study abroad from study
at home” (p.4).

Long-Term versus Short-Term Study Abroad
Long-term study abroad is commonly thought to be preferable to short-term study abroad
because students can be more deeply immersed in a cultural experience, often associated with
developing skills in another spoken language, conducting research in the host country, and/or
living with a host family to experience immersion in the home environment (Barkin, 2016; Engle
& Engle, 2003). Dwyer (2004) looked at longitudinal studies to examine the impact of length of
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study abroad on student growth. Results included that programs of at least six weeks’ duration
were important for growth in students, though Dwyer emphasized a full year of study abroad is
the most impactful in regard to factors such as academic, social, and cultural development.
Dwyer questioned the lasting impacts of programs that are shorter in duration. In a large study
with over 1,800 research participants, Coker et al. (2018) noted “short-term programs do not
appear to be equivalent to semester programs--a broader array of positive outcomes are
associated with semester programs” (p.102). A criticism of short-term study abroad is that
students spend much of their time traveling to different places based on an itinerary rather than
having an embedded experience in a single location as is common in long-term study abroad
(Coker et al.). Additionally, Barkin (2016) noted that short-term, faculty-led experiences may not
present experiences that are as culturally rich, especially for students in the social sciences if
those experiences lack associated on-site research.

The majority of study abroad experiences are classified as short-term, with over 60% of students
engaging in study abroad programs that are eight weeks or less in duration (USA Study Abroad,
2021; Institute for International Education, 2020). Despite perceived limitations, short-term
study abroad has become increasingly popular over the last decade (Institute for International
Education, 2020).

In some cases, short-term study abroad may be more feasible for faculty, universities, and
students. It may be preferred by the university and faculty because of associated costs of
relocating faculty, reduction of income from on-campus student housing, full-tuition course load
income, and other services that would be assessed as a part of the college enrollment (Coker et
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al., 2018; Gaia, 2015). Another benefit to short-term study abroad from a university’s
perspective is that students are enrolled in an associated course tied to the study abroad and are
part of the regular faculty course load.

Short-term study abroad experiences may also be preferred by students because it may cost less
and cause fewer disruptions to home, school, and work-related responsibilities. Students engaged
in short-term study abroad as opposed to a full semester abroad may view it as “safe [...] initial
exposure to another culture” (Gaia, 2015, p.22) and are generally not required to fulfill a foreign
language requirement for the trip. Faculty-led experiences for study abroad are those with one or
more faculty members, usually university professors, accompanying a group of students to
another country. These provide a sense of comfort for students during short-term experiences,
especially for first generation college students and students who have not had a prior history of
world travel.

Czerwionka et al. (2015) noted “the impact of short-term study abroad experiences has been
understudied” (p.81) but there is research demonstrating that short-term study abroad supports
students’ development. One important consideration is that short-term study abroad has benefits
compared to not experiencing study abroad at all (Coker et al., 2018). Some research
underscores that short-term study abroad has merit for impact on students’ lives, their thinking
about the culture, and the exposure’s influence on their future. Results of short-term study abroad
differ based on how “well executed” (Gaia, 2015, p.21) the experiences are for students
including how they are prepared academically prior to departure and time during travel “spent
highlighting culture and historical sites, attending lectures, and interacting with the local culture”
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(Gaia, p.22). Generally, Gaia noted that benefits include being able to apply knowledge postexperience, learning about a culture and the world, and personal growth.

Reflective Practices through Digital Storytelling
Students are often required to reflect on their study abroad experiences in some way - either
during study abroad or upon returning - usually through written responses about the experiences
they have taken part in through their travels. Reflective practices can take many forms, but the
primary reflective tool used for the research in this study was digital storytelling (DS). DS
allowed images to be recorded by the participants using their cell phone cameras and uploading
selected images along with reflective statements accompanying the images.

Dewey (1938) noted that “We have to understand the significance of what we see, hear, and
touch. This significance consists of the consequences that will result when what is seen is acted
upon” (p.68). Savicki & Price (2017) described reflection related to study abroad as a shift in
perspective. These shifts in thinking come:
[...] from being able to step away from the event by looking back at it from a different
time, or by virtue of having recorded it in some medium (e.g. a journal or a photo) that
allows the event to be encapsulated in time rather than ongoing. (pp.52-53)
They note that rumination is not enough and true reflection encompasses discussing events with
details beyond “simplistic impressions resulting in a meaning-making process that is a goal of
reflection” (p.53).
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DS is one method of capturing important or meaningful experiences for study abroad students.
Ingle & Johnson (2019) described DS as among “photomethods” useful in capturing images for
data collection and “lived experiences” of research participants (p.77). Hamilton et al. (2019)
noted, “Using digital artifacts may allow students to be more present in their reflection and more
engaged in expressing it, compared with more conventional written reflections” (p.61). The
reflective quality of DS “involves challenging habits and expectations and reassessing one’s own
orientation to knowledge, attitudes, beliefs, and actions” (Hamilton et al., p.60).

Nguyen (2021) noted that students traveling for study abroad are very familiar with social media
platforms and routinely digitally capture their day-to-day experiences. The notion of DS is
second nature to these students. Those who lead study abroad experiences can use the
photographs students take in order to “prompt deeper reflections and feedback...allow[ing]
students to reorient and re-reflect on their experience” (Nguyen, p.202). Nguyen discussed the
layering effect of the images in order to reinforce “intercultural learning” (p.202) and further
engage students during their experience. These ideas informed by Nguyen’s (2021) work are
further addressed in the assertions of the manuscript.

The Current Study
This study adds to the research literature by focusing on short-term study abroad, an
understudied topic (Czerwionka et al., 2015). In this paper, we illustrate how undergraduate
students who engaged in a short-term study abroad program recognized changes in themselves,
still being able to articulate these changes using the reflective practice of digital storytelling (DS)
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seven months after returning from their travel experience. This qualitative case study (Creswell,
2007) was guided by the following research questions:

Central Research Question
How was course content and travel experienced by a group of U.S. American undergraduate
students who participated in short-term faculty-led study abroad programme to the Republic of
Ireland and Northern Ireland?
Sub-questions
·

What meaning did students see in their short-term study abroad experiences?

·

What images did students choose to reflect upon regarding study abroad experiences?

·

How did short-term study abroad influence the understanding, application and retention of
content?

·

How did students connect their short-term study abroad experiences with their other
educational and life experiences?

·

What underlying themes emerge from analyzing the DS projects and interview transcripts?

·

What additional assertions and conclusions can we make?

Context of the Study
Course Description
The short-term study program to the Republic of Ireland and Northern Ireland was co-developed
by two behavioral sciences faculty (Cline and Dimmitt) at Northwest Missouri State University.
University students of any major who had completed the prerequisite general psychology course
were eligible to enroll. The class involved studying topics related to childhood and human
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development, including children’s unique ways of thinking, imaginative play, and the role of
nature experiences in development and well-being. In addition to studying theory and research
on course topics, students considered childhood as a social construction and were encouraged to
explore how childhood and play are portrayed in and reinforced by works of art such as
children’s literature. Students analyzed how course topics were portrayed in C.S. Lewis’s
children’s fantasy novel The Lion, the Witch, and the Wardrobe, part of the Chronicles of Narnia
series, in which four English children, evacuated to the country during World War II, enter a
world of talking animals and mythical creatures through a magic wardrobe. The students were
also challenged to consider the continually evolving views of childhood and development within
cultural and temporal settings.

Pre-Trip Curriculum
Students were required to complete a substantial amount of pre-trip coursework, including
reading seven articles, five book chapters, and The Lion, the Witch, and the Wardrobe with
focused discussion questions in mind. They were assigned a research topic connected to planned
travel sites and were required to present and lead a discussion or activity with their peers onsite
during travels. These assignments focused on analyzing the cultural and historical significance of
the topics/sites, connections to other course topics and materials, and practical applications.
Students attended two pre-trip meetings. One meeting was primarily focused on logistics for
travel whereas the other included a guest speaker, a university staff who grew up in and is a
citizen of Northern Ireland. The speaker provided historical context (discussed “The Troubles”),
shared about the political murals in Belfast that students would visit, and reflected on her
childhood experiences, including play, growing up in Northern Ireland.
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Itinerary
The trip spanned 11 days. The travel itinerary included culturally and historically significant
locations that corresponded with course topics (see Appendix A). Related to course content,
destinations included ones identified as part of the “C.S. Lewis Trail” and that prioritized
experiences outdoors. Students were also encouraged to consider connections to the topic of
childhood (e.g., what childhood would have been like for children imprisoned at the Crumlin
Road Gaol; impact of political conflict on child development; inspiration and influence of nature
on children’s play and overall well-being). Students and faculty were accompanied by a local
driver/ tour guide throughout the trip and had the opportunity to spontaneously adjust the
itinerary (per faculty and student requests) such as staying longer at sites or adding unplanned
stops at the local driver/guide’s recommendation.

Literature that Informed Development of the Study Abroad Programme
The development of the programme was informed by perspectives about the value of using
children’s literature with university students and the significance of experiences in nature. A
summary of relevant literature and how it was utilized in developing the class is summarized
here.

Children’s Literature for Adult Readers
A key characteristic of this study abroad program required analysis of the portrayal of children,
childhood and play in a classic children’s novel. The Lion, the Witch, and the Wardrobe was
used to connect the class topics (e.g., magical thinking, animal interactions, experiences in
nature) and travel destinations (i.e., locations in Northern Ireland tied to C.S. Lewis).
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Children’s literature may hold unique value for adult readers, including university students.
Rustin (2016) proposed that works of the imagination, such as literature, focusing on childhood
offer children an opportunity to enjoy such representations and to explore emotional experiences
and anxieties symbolically and metaphorically. However, he also explained, “The best works of
this kind have meaning and resonance for adult readers and audiences too” (p.139). Aligning
with this suggestion, many teacher educators and other college level instructors have recognized
the value of using children’s books in college classrooms. Freeman et al. (2010) reflected on the
use of children’s literature in teacher education:
It is not unusual for faculty outside of early childhood to question devoting precious class
time to readalouds which they may consider a curious, if not frivolous, instructional
strategy. Quality children’s literature can, however, enhance students’ experiences in the
college classroom, contribute to their understanding of course content, promote their
personal growth and self-understanding, increase their appreciation for quality children’s
literature, and enhance their ability to integrate storybooks into their own teaching.
Children’s books often capture a child’s point of view. They have the potential to provide
historical or cultural perspectives on children and families. (p.1)

Research provides evidence that children’s books can facilitate understanding and perspectivetaking in adult learners, including about gender equity (Lowery, 2002), gender and sexually
diverse populations (Beck et al., 2017), racial and socioeconomic equity (Masko & Bloem,
2017), and cultural diversity and competence (Escamilla & Nathenson-Mejía 2003; Gibson,
2012; Iwai 2013; Landa & Stephens 2017). Wang (2017) described how a “global book club”
involving American literacy teachers and Chinese college students reading and together
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discussing children’s literature helped participants become more aware of their own and others’
cultures.

Experiences in Nature
Another key characteristic of the program was that it emphasized the significance of nature and
spending time outdoors for optimal development and well-being. Students read resources related
to these topics and experienced excursions in nature.

Students were introduced to Attention Restoration Theory (ART) (Kaplan 1995; Kaplan &
Kaplan, 1989). Through the lens of ART, spending time in nature supports individuals’ ability to
concentrate. Kaplan (1995) explained that in today’s fast-paced society where information is
coming from all directions, it becomes draining to focus attention while inhibiting attention to
distracting stimuli. After a while, one starts to feel fatigued by this constant strain of forcing the
direction of one’s attention. Though there are various ways to overcome fatigue and restore a
higher level of functioning, in ART there is emphasis on the value of what Kaplan & Kaplan
(1989) described as “restorative environments” (p.176). To be restorative, an environment must
seem novel and interesting and must allow one to feel the sense of escaping from one’s normal
environment (e.g., observing clouds, trees, ocean) (Ohly et al., 2016). These environments
require minimal work to soak up the surroundings, thus freeing the mind for new ideas, curiosity,
imagination, and mental wonderings (Hopman et al., 2012). Research underscores the benefits of
experiences in nature for physical well-being (i.e., reduction in cortisol levels, cholesterol levels,
obesity, and heart disease risks; improvement of asthma related symptoms) as well as positive
impact on mental health, memory, attention, stress, interpersonal relationships, social
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empowerment, play, and autonomy (Cox et al., 2017; Keniger et al., 2013; Shanahan et al.,
2016).

Intentional program design was important for students to not only read about and discuss the
significance of experiences in nature for learning, development, and well-being, but for them to
also experience it first-hand. Faculty hoped to promote nature contact that is shown to improve
college students' activation of intrapersonal, interpersonal, and environmental processes (Roberts
et al., 2021) for a more engaging and memorable learning experience.

Methodology
Recruitment and Participants
One researcher (Seeger) recruited the participants (undergraduate students who previously
participated in the study abroad program) and facilitated the interviews. Seeger was a faculty
member who participated in the study abroad programme, but who did so as a professional
development experience rather than as an instructor. After receiving approval from the university
institutional review board, the researcher emailed the eight eligible students the purpose of the
study, what would be involved, a confidentiality statement, and the informed consent and photo
release forms. Students were made aware participation was voluntary and that they could grant
permission for photos including their image (submitted by other students) to be used for
professional purposes even if the opted not to participate. Seven students chose to participate; the
one student who declined participation granted permission for other students to submit photos
including him. Demographics of the student participants are presented in Table 1. Pseudonyms
were used in place of students’ actual names to provide anonymity.
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Table 1: Students’ Demographic Characteristics
Student
Pseudonym

Abby

Ellie

Emma

Sarah

Gina

Katie

Heather

Age

20

22

22

21

21

21

22

Race

White/
EuropeanAmerican

White/
EuropeanAmerican

White/
EuropeanAmerican

White/
EuropeanAmerican

White/
EuropeanAmerican

White/
EuropeanAmerican

White/
EuropeanAmerican

Year in
College

Senior

Senior

Senior

Senior

Senior

Senior

Senior

1st Generation
College
Student

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

Home Area (all Suburban
Midwest)

Rural

Rural

Urban

Rural

Rural

Rural

Previous
Travel
Experience

Traveled
internationally to
Englishspeaking
locations

Traveled to
other time
zones
within U.S.

Traveled to
other time
zones
within U.S.

Traveled
internationally to
Englishspeaking
locations

Traveled
internationally to nonEnglishspeaking
locations

Traveled to
other time
zones
within U.S.

Traveled to
other time
zones
within U.S.

Flown 5-10
times

Flown 11+
times

Flown 11+
times

Flown 1-2
times

Flown 11+
times

Flown 5-10
times

Flown 0
times

Financing of
Trip

Family
supports

Family
supports
Personal
savings

Family
supports
Personal
savings

Student
Loans

Family
supports
Personal
savings
Employment

Family
supports

Family
supports
Student
loans

Major/Minor

Psychology/
Gerontology

Psychology/
Child &
Family
Studies

Biomedical
Sciences:
Pre-Med/
Nutrition

Human
Services/
Emergency
Disaster
Management

Foods and
Nutrition:
Dietetics/
None

Psychology/
Child &
Family
Studies

Human
Services/
Child &
Family
Studies
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Career
Aspirations

Mental
Health
Counselor

Mental
Health
Therapist

Medical
Doctor

Case
Manager

Teacher

Mental
Health
Counselor

Support
Coordinator

Data Collection
Insights about the students’ study abroad experiences were gained through interviews and digital
storytelling (DS) projects. Students also completed a brief demographics survey.

Interviews
Interview questions were generated by the researchers to align with the research questions (see
Appendix B). Six students participated in a focus group interview. A seventh student was
interviewed separately due to scheduling conflicts. Vaughn et al. (1996) noted that “one of the
strengths of focus group interviews for research […] is that individuals are invited to participate
in a forum where their diverse opinions and perspectives are desired” (p.15) and the relationship
with the interviewer allows for interactions to occur resulting in probing, elaboration, and
follow-up questions. The researchers, in turn, learn from participants’ insights as they discuss
their experiences. In this study, the audio-recorded and transcribed interviews gave students an
opportunity to discuss and elaborate on their reactions to the study abroad experience as well as
images that stood out to them and they deemed meaningful.

Digital Storytelling Projects
Digital storytelling (DS) is a method of documenting reflections from research participants.
Students were instructed to construct their projects in any manner they wished using the
photographs that were meaningful to them from the experience. They were asked to include
captions or short narratives about the images. They were not given limitations for the number of
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/ijap/vol10/iss2/9
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images they could use. At the interviews, students were given further information about DS
projects including two samples generated by faculty to assist them in understanding the
documentation process. While the interviews provided a starting point for the researchers to learn
about the impact of the study abroad experience, DS projects allowed insight into each students’
personal change and growth.

Data Analysis
The three researchers coded all the data from interviews and DS projects looking for meaning in
the text and photographs selected by students. While the photographs potentially held meaning in
themselves, the researcher’s approach to analyzing the photographs was to analyze them in
conjunction with the students’ accompanying descriptions and reflections. The researchers
compared and discussed codes to consensus, identifying themes using a process that was
“iterative, because it is repeated to allow the themes and organization of the themes to best fit the
data” (Czerwionka et al., 2015, p.84). When applicable, “in vivo codes”, a qualitative strategy
placing emphasis on participants’ actual words, was used (Creswell & Poth, 2018, p.193). The
researchers selected extensive quotes from students’ interview responses and DS projects to
illustrate themes.

Verification/Validation Strategies
Triangulation of Data
To further validate the qualitative research methods applied to this case study and to address
generalizability of the findings, the researchers triangulated multiple data sources (as described
above). In doing so, the researchers looked specifically to see where the multiple sets of data
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might converge to elucidate themes that were found and, in turn, inform assertions (Creswell &
Miller, 2000). The different data sources offered the researchers multiple opportunities to
“corroborate, elaborate, or illuminate” the data as they related to each of the research questions
(Marshall & Rossman, 1989, p.146). Thick, rich descriptions were used to provide evidence for
transferability and interpretation of findings (Merriam, 1988).

Findings
Analysis of the data resulted in identification of five themes described below.

Through the Doors of the Wardrobe: A Shared Lens
Students’ pre-trip coursework offered a shared lens through which they filtered their travel
experiences. Reading The Lion, the Witch, and the Wardrobe prior to the trip primed the students
to view their travel destinations through the eyes of C.S. Lewis, who had used Northern Ireland
as an inspiration in creating his fictional land of Narnia, as well as through the eyes of the child
characters from his novel. Students engaged in structured and informal discussions before,
during, and after the travels. This dialogue demonstrated students recognized meaningful
connections between the course topics (e.g., children’s unique perspectives, play, imagination,
experiences in and with nature), the portrayal of children in the novel, and travel experiences.
Related, the topics of the class paired with the nature of the novel seemed to encourage students
to approach their travels with child-like wonder. In this way, The Lion, the Witch, and the
Wardrobe can be viewed as a bridge between other course content and travel experiences for the
group. This gave the trip a flavour all of its own and invited collaborative learning.
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In her interview, Abby made an analogy between her experiences with the trip and the assigned
children’s novel:
[…] in The Lion, the Witch, and the Wardrobe, they go through these doors and then all
the sudden they’re in this whole other world, and I feel like that experience that the kids
had where they kind of almost forgot about their normal lives. And in a way it really did
kind of feel like we were going through the door and into this completely different place
[...]. It really is just like another place and it was still my life. I don’t know, it really kind
of just made me forget about my life here in [City] and my life in the States.

Katie also reflected in the interview on how reading the children’s novel before the trip
influenced her perspective during her travels, emphasizing class topics of imagination and play:
It helped me [...] put myself in the imaginative shoes in the forest a lot better because I
was thinking about what C.S. Lewis was thinking a little bit when he was writing. And,
then, I was also thinking about, if the book was real, what the kids would be thinking if
they were out in the forest. And […] how if I was younger, that I could see myself
imagining the different things of the magical forest and stuff. I put myself into the [...]
child’s play and imagination, […] was a lot better because of reading the book.

Related to Katie’s reference to “imaginative shoes,” Gina brought up letting herself experience
child-like excitement. She explained that whereas she would have typically suppressed her
excitement, on this trip she could outwardly express it (see Figure 1). Gina’s reflections imply
she felt especially comfortable exploring and playing with her fellow travelers.
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Figure 1: From Gina’s DS project

Similarly, Ellie. also framed her experiences in the forest in terms of the children’s novel and
reflected on how this helped the group of students bond. She explained in the interview:
I also really loved the forest. Because, I feel like we just got to play all day. And, we kind
of got lost in the forest similarly to how they got lost in Narnia. And, that was quite a
bonding experience.

Katie went on to further explain how completing readings prior to the trip influenced her
perspective during travel, referring to both the children’s novel and her psychology major:
[…] I wouldn’t have appreciated the places we went as much if we wouldn’t have come
together and learned about them before we went there. The forest [...] it’s like so cool
because we learned about the different theories of playing and we’ve learned about how it
influenced Narnia. And [C.S. Lewis’s] writings about Narnia. I got a lot more out of it
being a study abroad, I think. And I really like to nerd out. So, it was fun to tie it into my
major while I was there. And to know what to look for. Which, I would not have done. I
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wouldn’t have gone to the places or had the same thoughts about things if I wouldn’t
have gone with a study abroad group.

Related, Sarah explained how her appreciation of the scenery was primed by having read the
children’s novel in advance and knowing the scenery inspired C.S. Lewis’s land of Narnia:
I definitely don’t think I would have appreciated the scenery as much if I didn’t read the
book before. Because, that’s where he got his inspiration from. And, I’ve seen the movies
and stuff. But [the book is] just reminding me to pay attention and see what he saw.

In her photo story (see Figure 2), Abby included a picture of herself sitting in a tree at Tollymore
Forest Park along with a reflection that captured how topics such as childhood, play, nature, and
C.S. Lewis intersected for her during the trip:
When studying children and play, I think it’s almost silly to learn inside when so much of
the leisure activities children have occur outside. […] There’s something about being
outside that refreshes the mind and allows you to be more aware of yourself and your
surroundings. Being able to walk, climb, and explore gave me an insight to C.S. Lewis’s
mind, as I was discovering the beauty of Ireland’s landscape it was like I was a child
discovering Narnia.

Figure 2: From Abby’s DS project
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In her photo story, Heather took an approach that included framing her travel experiences as they
related to course topics (i.e., ART, children’s perspectives, and imagination) and references to
C.S. Lewis, including three direct quotes from the author. Figure 3 shows an example of how she
documented her experiences with falconing.

Figure 3: From Heather’s DS Project

As reflected in some of the students’ quotations provided above, each seemed to recognize that
embarking on travels with shared lenses (including knowledge of The Lion, the Witch, and the
Wardrobe and appreciating childhood) offered unique opportunities to bond and learn together.
Gina’s photo story further captured how pre-travel work helped foster collaborative learning
during the travels. As illustrated in the page of her DS project shown in Figure 4, Gina referred
to conversations that included “some good reading-induced learning”. She placed emphasis on
the concept of “lenses,” seeming to suggest that after seeing how theoretical lenses influence
how people conceptualize and interpret research, she was inclined to apply lessons learned from
this in connecting to people who are different from her.
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“Just Be” in Nature

Figure 4: From Gina’s DS Project

Another prominent theme that emerged was students’ focus on experiences in nature. This is not
surprising given students’ pre-trip coursework introduced them to Attention Restoration Theory
(ART; Kaplan & Kaplan 1989; Kaplan, 1995) and the trip was designed with an emphasis on
outdoor experiences. However, students' photo stories and interviews demonstrated a deeper
reflection on experiences in nature. Reflections offered by the students included that experiences
in nature during the travels encouraged them to slow down and experience the moments, to better
understand course content, to reconnect with nature, and to bond with each other. Students
reflected on how the structure and focus of this study abroad trip was different from their family
trips.

Students described how the study abroad trip allowed them to slow down and have the
experience of simply “being” in nature. Katie referred to “soaking up” the moments while Ellie
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and Heather both separately described being “lost in the moment”. Emma reflected on this
experience of “being” after making a trip across the 66-foot long Carrick-a-Rede rope bridge that
is suspended 98 feet in the air to an uninhabited island stating:
[...] when we were chilling on the Island, […] we were all just like sitting there and we're
like looking out, like over to Scotland, […] just hanging out, like no worries in the world.
That was really cool.

Sarah also reflected on the Carrick-a-Rede experience, saying it “was a great time to just relax
and take in the scenery” while Heather showed the depth of her awe, describing how “the view
was captivating”. Gina included a standout moment of Carrick-a-Rede in her DS (see Figure 5).

Figure 5: From Gina’s DS Project

Participants remarked on how accustomed they were to the typically frenetic lifestyles of college
students. Katie stated, “I was just like really taking the time to be there. And, I feel like life is so
busy that I don’t often get to do that. To just be.” Gina shared how being in nature allowed them
to slow down, “I definitely think about the day that we were at the beach and we hung out there,
too. Because, it was just, just being there and not having anything to do and just talking to
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everyone.” Sarah’s quotation, “[...] it's just reminding me to pay attention and see what he saw”
(also presented in the previous theme) captured the connection she made to C.S. Lewis. Taking
notice and slowing down stood out to the students as a way to not only enjoy the trip but to gain
the most from their experiences, articulated by Abby as being able to “truly engage in the
moments".

Related to slowing down and living in the moment, students discussed the importance of
unscripted moments. Katie shared how the group enjoyed an experience not on the itinerary:
We wound up at that beach just not even on purpose. Because, we just had the evening
[…] one thing that that taught me to do is just take time where you are. And, you don't
always have a destination.

The students demonstrated they appreciated the course content focused on the role of nature for
development, including inspiring childhood creativity. Gina explained “I truly understand now
how important imagination and the outdoors can affect a child’s learning.” Related, Heather
noted being in nature with the group helped her “relearn how to play”. Time together in nature
appeared to enhance students’ openness to and application of the course concepts. “We played
on the rocks, without a care in the world,” Heather said. Gina stated, “It took me back to a
simpler time.” This sentiment is also captured in Heather’s DS project (see Figure 6).
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Figure 6: From Heather’s DS Project

There was an excitement and energy that seemed to be revitalized by the connections with
nature. Abby explained:
We kind of went on a little bit of a hike when we were there and I thought that was really
cool […] that was kind of one of my first experiences with what I would describe as a
mountain. I thought it was overwhelmingly beautiful and just how great the trees were
[…]. But for me, there was something. I don't get that kind of connection with nature so
much in my everyday life here. So that was really just amazing to me.

Students’ reflections included many references to experiences with the living things surrounding
them during their travels. Gina captioned one picture from the forest as “Look at those trees!”
and described another picture as including “Rocks with creatures on it […] and weird squiggly
sand things.[....] just seeing them up close it’s just wild, [...] literally wild”. She continued,
“Looking into the eyes of the hawk. I really enjoyed this part of the trip, one of my favorite
parts.” (see Figure 7).
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Figure 7: From Gina’s DS Project

The students not only focused a great deal on living things around them but the general scenery.
Gina reflected on her photos of Giant’s Causeway, noting:
I could have watched the water crash against the rocks and cascade down them for hours
[...] I found that I greatly value time spent in nature. There’s something about being
outside that refreshes the mind and allows you to be more aware of yourself and your
surroundings.
Both Katie and Sarah shared similar reflections through their DS projects (see Figure 8).

Figure 8: From Katie’s (Left) and Sarah’s (Right) DS Projects
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There was an interesting reflection on nature that emerged in the interviews, that nature created a
personalized experience while also enhancing the intimacy of relationships. Abby shared that
nature created a “very personal experience. [...] I kind of felt…alone [in nature].” Ellie. reflected:
I remember I kind of had my own experience on the other side of the [Giant’s
Causeway] rocks and I was like, ‘Oh, I need to go find everybody.’ So I did go and find
everybody else. I had another experience like I can go beyond on my own. But, I always
have all these people here. That is cool.
Abby noted:
It was very peaceful in a weird way. In some parts and some of the places that we went
to, they were very kind of touristy and some of them are more crowded, but I don't think
about the other people that were there. [...] Maybe it was because it was outdoors, you
have room to roam. But I wasn't disturbed at all by the number of people that were there.

Students contrasted their study abroad experiences with other types of trips they have taken,
including family vacations. Among key differences they noted were that the study abroad trip
afforded opportunities to slow down and have quality experiences in nature not characteristic of
their typical vacation trips. Katie stated, “Yea if I went with my family, [...] they would not have
just wanted to hang out on the island and stuff. They would have been like, ‘All right, let’s go
back. We saw it.’” Ellie added, “I definitely wouldn't have gone back to Giant's Causeway as
many times as we did. But, I'm glad that we went back a lot and just hung out there.” This
seeming allowance to slow down and soak in these moments appeared to be a significantly
different and meaningful experience. Katie followed up with, “I can just see my mom rolling her
eyes now that I want to go back to watch the sunset.” Heather stated it clearly,
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[…] my family personally, when we go on trips together, everything's kind of very
scheduled and if it's not the way that we had planned it, it kind of is a bummer. But with
this group it was so much different. We would do things that were a little bit off schedule
and it didn't seem to bother anyone and I thought that was really great.

The impact of increased appreciation of slowing down and becoming more aware of, in tune
with, and appreciative of one's environment appeared to be not only an experience while on their
study abroad trip but something that continued at least seven months after their travels. Katie
shared how this appreciation has changed her:
When I came back from our trip, my dad lives in a little farm house. And, at first I was
kind of annoyed because it doesn’t have wifi or satellite TV, it just had 5 channels. But,
I’ve grown to [...] appreciate it a lot more after our trip. I just had my friends over and we
just sit. We ‘just be’ in the quiet.
Study Abroad Group Relationships: “From Strangers to Friends”
The students emphasized the significance of how the study abroad experiences offered unique
opportunities for forming new relationships and friendships. Variations of the words
“relationship,” “friendship,” and “bond” were used repeatedly by the students in reflecting on
their experiences. Special considerations related to friendships and bonding expressed by the
students included the significance of time, place, and sharing of new experiences. The focus on
relationships, friendships, and bonding was a prominent theme meriting dedicated discussion; at
the same time, ideas included in this theme were like threads interwoven throughout other
themes including the themes discussed above.
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Abby captured her views on short-term study abroad offering opportunities for bonding and
friendships:
Perhaps the most meaningful part of my experiences studying abroad […] was traveling
with such an amazing group […]. Prior to the trip, some of us were friends, classmates, or
even strangers yet by the second day there was an energy between all of us that was a
mixture of comfort, positivity, and openness. [...] The group was inclusive and wanted to
get to know each other further than you would with a classmate on a normal campus. By
the end, I considered each of my fellow travelers a friend.
Images from Abby’s photo story also captured moments she felt close to her fellow travelers (see
Figure 9).

Figure 9: From Abby’s DS Project

Students recognized the significance of place and time in bonding. Meaningful opportunities for
developing friendships were tied to specific locations during study abroad and times that were
less structured, allowing students to truly slow down and to get to know one another. The places
held strong memories for the students. Abby contributed a unique perspective as she had
participated in a study abroad trip with Cline and Dimmitt to the travel locations the previous
year. During the travels, she often interjected about the prior experiences and prepared others for
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what to expect about locations. Other students, though, were visiting the destinations for the first
time and they seemed to attribute bonding in part to experiencing new destinations and events
together. Katie spoke about this saying, “What stuck out to me was [not] the places, but
experiencing that new stuff. Watching the bonds form with all of us. Because we were all
experiencing all of these things together and learning and growing together.” Heather captured
this in a page in her photo story featuring an image of the group together at Giant’s Causeway
(see Figure 10). Note that she also deftly tied the friendships formed to the class’s focus on C.S.
Lewis through her carefully selected quotation. Gina noted the moments when the schedule was
less busy allowed students to “learn about each other, which was just as equally exciting and
fun.” Time spent on the beach in an unplanned stop and the afternoon in the forest were noted
settings where the students felt the day’s activities lent themselves to growing close with each
other.

Figure 10: From Heather’s DS Project

The class topics and structure contributed to providing a unique context for bonding. Course
objectives outlined in the syllabus included that assignments and experiences would “Increase
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knowledge of the evolving views of childhood and theories of development” and “Promote
positive attitudes towards children’s unique ways of thinking”. Travel through the Mourne
Mountains and visits to Kilbroney Forest Park and Tollymore Forest Park connected to the
course topics in multiple ways, among which were assisting students in envisioning influences of
Northern Ireland landscapes on C.S. Lewis’s writing about the adventures of the child characters
in his books. One strong display of this interpretation was demonstrated by Ellie at Tollymore.
Ellie was assigned to research and provide an on-site presentation about Tollymore and to lead
the class in a discussion or activity. Ellie had an activity planned, but upon arriving at the forest,
she made an impromptu decision to instead have everyone play a game. Inspired by the class
topic of children’s play and the adventures portrayed in The Lion, the Witch, and the Wardrobe,
Ellie divided the class into two opposing “kingdoms” ruled by queens, the two faculty. Ellie
instructed the students to work together with others from their kingdom to try to capture the
opposing kingdom’s queen while guarding their own kingdom’s queen. The students embraced
the opportunity to engage in this dramatic play. They got “into character,” strategically found
hiding places for their “queens,” vigorously ran around the forest, and shared many laughs. Ellie
described the class’s playful experiences in the forest as “quite a bonding experience” (see full
quotation that was introduced in the Through the Doors of the Wardrobe: A Shared Lens above).
Ellie’s choice to substitute the child-like game for her more formal planned activity suggested
that she not only reconnected with her own inner child, but she also took the risk to trust her
fellow students and faculty to play along with the game rather than judge it as too immature.
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“Getting Your Feet Wet” through Short-Term, Faculty-Led Study Abroad
Students reflected on characteristics of the study abroad program they found particularly
valuable. These included the short-term duration and faculty-led curriculum enhanced by the
local support (i.e., including the driver/guide and another guide). Students expressed that the
structure made the opportunity accessible and supportive. Having knowledgeable local guides
augmented the interpretation of locations and provided another layer of safety.
Katie spoke about the value of the program being short-term, explaining:
I think that if you really want to get your feet wet into travel, you should do a shorter trip
first. And, just experience it a little bit and then just soak that experience up. It's going to
change your view so much. Even though it's just a few days. And, then, just go from
there. I think that was a little safer because it was shorter. So, it was kind of calming for
my first time going out of my country.

Related, Abby captured a sentiment that was also reflected by others in the interviews. She
explained, “[I was able to] step outside my regular everyday life and my normal schedule” but
since the travel was short in duration, it “wasn’t disruptive”. Emma contrasted short-term versus
longer-term study abroad durations:
I don't think I would have enjoyed a semester-long study abroad. I would've been
freaking out. I don't know, I'm just a really homesick person sometimes. [...] 10 days was
perfect for me. It was good. Immerse in the culture and then come back. Yeah, I really
liked it.
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Abby emphasized the benefits of traveling with faculty, noting this helped her to feel “more
secure” and she liked “having someone else just to look out” for her and the other travelers.
Related, Gina noted her experiences helped her overcome anxiety about traveling:
For some reason I was, like, having bad anxiety about it. […] I've been to Mexico for
mission trips, but, I never had gone overseas. I don't know why, that just scared me. But,
now I'm not scared.

Heather had never flown prior to the study abroad trip. In comparison to the other students, she
spent more time with faculty during free time and at the planned sites. However, upon hearing
Gina speak in the focus group interview about her alleviated anxiety, Heather confirmed that she
also no longer felt as anxious about traveling.

It Changed Me
The theme of change and transformation radiated throughout the interviews and DS projects. The
change was identified in many forms of self-growth such as appreciation of being in the moment,
cultural awareness, perspective-taking abilities, and preparedness for career paths. Gina framed it
well, describing one activity as, “It was something that I had never experienced […] that left
such an imprint on me.” According to the students, the imprint the study abroad experiences left
was not something that was temporary, fading in the weeks after returning to the United States.
Rather, as they saw it, it was something still significantly impacting them seven months after the
trip.
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As previously explained, Abby also participated in the study abroad programme the previous
year. Her approach to the DS project included comparing and contrasting her two study abroad
experiences. An image she created for her project, in which she merged two images of herself at
Giant’s Causeway (one from her first trip, and one from her second trip) reflects her focus on
change in herself across the span of the two programmes (see Figure 11).

Figure 11: From Abby’s DS Project

Unlike Abby, the other students had not previously participated in study abroad or traveled to the
destinations included in the program. They viewed these new experiences as transformational.
Heather connected back to C.S. Lewis, selecting this quote she attributed to him in reflecting on
her study abroad experiences:
It may be hard for an egg to turn into a bird; it would be a jolly sight harder for it to learn
to fly while remaining an egg. We are like eggs at the present. You cannot go on
indefinitely being just an ordinary, decent egg. We must be hatched or go bad.

The students reported having a new-found awareness of the wider world around them. Students
reflected on how the study abroad program prompted them to think about the way they saw
history. On the trip, the students heard discussion of the Titanic tragedy from the perspective of
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people from Ireland. In the focus group interview, Ellie reflected, “You don't think about other
countries and how, like, the Titanic impacted them. You just think about what it did to America.”
Ellie was very aware of that historical event but had previously held a single frame in which to
understand it. Through the study abroad experience, she was able to develop a new lens in which
she could look at this information.

Emma shared how the experience gave her a new awareness of historically significant events and
how this prompted her to seek out opportunities to discuss and share with others. She provided
this reflection on learning about “The Troubles”:
I didn't even know about the war and stuff […] I just feel like we didn't learn about it in
school. I don't know, it's just such a big thing. So, I literally tell people about it all the
time. I'm like, ‘Did you know?’

In her DS project, Heather captured how taking part in the study abroad program opened her
eyes to a more international perspective in regards to both history and current politics (Figure
12).

Figure 12: From Heather’s DS Project
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The students expressed how the study abroad program, including international travel, helped
move them from cultural encapsulation to a higher level of cultural awareness. Abby expressed,
“I feel like it gave me an insight to what it's like to [...] kind of interact with people of other
cultures.” Related, students keyed in on growth in perspective-taking abilities, an important
component of empathy. Heather explained, “I just have a lot broader of a view because before I
barely even went out of [State]. So, now, I've seen so much more.” Katie stated traveling in this
context “change(s) your view so much,” while Gina shared,
I would just [...] share it with all the people close to me because I feel like it changed me
in a way. So, I'm like, ‘Look guys, this is the reason why I feel the way I do now.’ Like
why. How my views are a little different. And, things I've learned.
Katie stated:
I feel like while we were there we had to do a lot of putting ourselves in other people's
shoes. Learning about their history and their culture and stuff like that. So, I feel like I've
kind of practiced stepping into other people's shoes a lot since the trip.

This ability to take others’ perspectives created an openness to others and new life experiences,
which at least one student connected to increased self-confidence. Gina identified this when she
explained her experiences. Note she also expressed how participating in the research project
prompted her to reflect on this:
This research project [...] made me see how much I learned, and how much I grew as a
person. Even though it was challenging to do something new, challenges are healthy and
make us grow. I think teachers and students need to realize this as well. It is good to
experience new things because new things lead to new ideas. I feel that I am better at
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connecting to people who have different lives than I do. I am better at talking to people I
don’t know as well. I think I relate because I have been out of my comfort zone before so
I understand what others can go through. I think sometimes when people go on trips they
may still want to do things that they are familiar with because they are in an unfamiliar
place. This can be true, but getting out of your comfort zone will push limits and you will
come out with many more great qualities that you would never think of. For me, I gained
more confidence and also broke through my introvert personality that I feel can confine
me sometimes.

Gina went on to attribute her increased competence and confidence as a student to her study
abroad experiences:
I've just seen it better […] my school skills and […] my writing for some reason. I don't
know if it's because we did a lot of reading while we were there and talked a lot. But, I
feel like I can also explain things better.

Other students keyed in on the idea of the study abroad experience, more generally, boosted their
self-confidence. Sarah captured this in her DS project with an image (Figure 13) captioned,
“When I look back at this picture it makes me feel like I can do anything.”
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Figure 13: From Sarah’s DS Project

Related, as previously noted, some students expressed how the study abroad experience helped
them overcome some of their anxiety about traveling and exploration of new cultures. Heather
stated, “I don't have so much anxiety about traveling.” Sarah and Gina both shared in this
reduction of anxiety and increased desire to continue learning through traveling. Katie stated, “I
can see myself going back there. But, first I want to go to other countries. I want to try to go to
every continent. [...] there is so much of the world left to explore.” Gina added, “It gave me the
travel bug.”

Growth in skills, confidence, and openness to new experiences was also acknowledged by some
students when framing future challenges. Gina explained, "Well, I just went to a different
country and made friends with people there. And, if I can do that then [future endeavors] should
be easy." Abby suggested the change would also impact her future career, “I think that'll prepare
me for a career. I want to work in mental health counseling and I think that being able to
understand cultural differences will be beneficial to me there.” Ellie shared, “I think [putting
myself in other people’s shoes will] carry me pretty far in the career choice that I have picked out
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for myself.” Emma explained the trip itself might even alter the direction of her future career,
“I’ve thought about future career, just traveling with the World Health Organization and Doctors
Without Borders” Heather’s reflection (see Figure 14) effectively captured how one significant
experience created lasting change in her: “It took Courage. It was a Challenge. It gave me
Confidence.”

Figure 14: From Heather’s DS Project

Discussion, Assertions, and Conclusions
We concur with Czerwionka et al. (2015), believing short-term study abroad experiences have
not been studied enough to document the derived benefits. In response to that concern, this study
explored how class content was experienced by students who participated in a short-term,
faculty-led study abroad programme structured around a children’s novel to connect content,
travels, and nature. The themes we identified suggest that there was particular value in how
students understood, applied and retained course content and experiences. Here we discuss
assertions and conclusions based on our study.
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As introduced in the literature section of this paper, benefits of short-term study abroad can be
considered in terms of being able to apply knowledge post-experience, learning about the culture
and the world, and personal growth (Gaia, 2015). As captured in Gina’s term presented in the It
Changed Me theme, experiences left an “imprint”. Students were still reflecting on and applying
knowledge gained from their experiences seven months after travels. They continued to seek out
new information on the culture, history, geography, and politics of the regions they visited. They
also expressed that they observed self-growth, including in cultural awareness.

Some particular structural features of the course appeared to support students’ growth. Gaia
(2015) noted short-term experiences led by faculty “are effective when they include extensive
preparatory study and prerequisite learning” (p.23) expected to be applied by the students in
various contexts. This was observed repeatedly as students applied what they learned from their
“pre-departure work” (Gaia, p.29) during their travels and demonstrated “personal growth and
understanding” (Gaia, p.23) of the environment and the culture. Also, destinations and activities
were carefully planned to align with the class content and goals while still having an itinerary
that was flexible to adjust to interests and pace onsite. This provided strong, memorable
opportunities to interact with the local culture to allow for deep and focused reflections (Engle &
Engle, 2003). Additionally, as noted by Coker et al. (2018), a criticism of short-term study
abroad is that students spend a significant portion of their time traveling between destinations as
opposed to having an embedded experience in a single location; our study abroad program was
strategically designed to allow for multiple days at a single location and opportunities to
repeatedly revisit some sites (as was the case for Giant’s Causeway).
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Student and faculty reflections about the study abroad programme suggest that experiences
exceeded expectations for all involved. We assert that the programme was especially powerful
because it had a “flavour” all its own. What were the ingredients contributing to this “flavour?”
We suggest that building the programme around a children’s novel was indeed an effective and
rich way to structure a study abroad experience. As noted previously, children’s literature has
been recognized as providing unique benefits to adult readers and has been effectively used as a
tool with college students. The appeal of children’s literature to adults was fittingly captured by
the author’s dedication in The Lion, the Witch, and the Wardrobe:
My Dear Lucy,
I wrote this story for you, but when I began it I had not realized that girls grow quicker
than books. As a result you are already too old for fairy tales, and by the time it is printed
and bound you will be older still. But some day you will be old enough to start reading
fairy tales again. You can then take it down from some upper shelf, dust it, and tell me
what you think of it. I shall probably be too deaf to hear, and too old to understand a
word you say but I shall still be your affectionate Godfather, C.S. Lewis. (dedication)

Using the children’s novel was an engaging approach offering a shared lens through which the
students and faculty could experience class content and travels. Additionally, the class focus on
nature, including integrating outdoors excursions, was an ingredient that added to the “flavor” of
the class and impacted the students’ experiences. It allowed students to apply the content in
novel, restorative environments, potentially influencing the longevity of the study abroad impact.
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Our last assertion is that researchers and practitioners should further explore the use of digital
storytelling (DS) (Hamilton et al., 2019; Ingle & Johnson, 2019) in working with study abroad
students. We found that the DS projects provided an authentic approach for documenting and
reflecting on study abroad experiences. Students expressed developing DS projects was
enjoyable; this approach may have the potential to be more engaging than traditional journaling.
The students’ DS projects, paired with their answers to interview questions, provided us with
meaningful insight into how they experienced the travels, content, and the connections they
made to their lives. The DS projects appeared to help students recall experiences while allowing
them to also consider the value of an experience as a transformative process (Ingle & Johnson,
2019). Additionally, this form of analysis quite literally allowed us to view the study abroad
process through the lens of the student by framing what students were noticing, capturing, and
valuing.
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Appendix A
Travel Itinerary in the Republic of Ireland and Northern Ireland*
Day One

Arrive in Dublin, Ireland

Day Two

Experience seaside town of Bangor, Belfast Lough, Bangor Marina, restaurants
and shops

Day Three

Learn more about C. S. Lewis and The Chronicles of Narnia at C. S. Lewis
Square, bronze sculptures devoted to Lewis, Queens University Library,
botanical gardens in Belfast, Crumlin Road Gaol, political murals, Titanic
shipyard

Day Four

Discover landscapes that inspired C.S. Lewis’s fictional Narnia including
Tollymore Forest Park and Kilbroney Forest Park

Day Five

Experience Legananny Dolmen, believed to be an inspiration for stone table in
C.S. Lewis’s book a
Handle birds of preyat Northern Ireland School of Falconry

Day Six

Experience Carrick-a-Rede Rope Bridge
Tour Dunluce Castle, believed to be model for the royal castle of Cair Paravel in
Narnia

Day Seven

Experience Giant’s Causeway

Day Eight

Explore the coastal town, Portrush

Day Nine

Experience Newgrange, an Irish passage tomb
Explore Dublin

Day Ten

Depart Dublin, Ireland

*Included here is a general overview of planned sites/ destinations visited.
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Appendix B
Interview Questions
1.

What specific experiences or images stand out to you as you think back on the Ireland
study abroad trip?

Responses to Question 1 led to two probing questions:
a.

How would your experiences have been different if you had been with your
family?

b.

None of you have mentioned the political aspects of the trip. Are those
memorable to you? Or, is that something that you do not think about post-trip?

2.

Since the trip, in what ways have you thought back on or used the images from study
abroad in Ireland? Another way you might think about this, is what images were you
most excited to share on social media?

Responses to Question 2 led to two probing questions:

3.

a.

Can you tell me how you have changed?

b.

What about thoughts on future travel?

How do you think this experience might impact you throughout your life? Reflect on this
through a career lens, a family lens, a future travel lens.

4.

What additional thoughts would you like to share with the researchers about short-term
study abroad in Ireland?
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